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Abstract

The problem of query containment is fundamental to many aspects of database systems, including query
optimization, determining independence of queries from updates, and rewriting queries using views. In the
data-integration framework, however, the standard notion of query containment does not suffice. We
define relative containment, which formalizes the notion of query containment relative to the sources
available to the data-integration system. First, we provide optimal bounds for relative containment for
several important classes of datalog queries, including the common case of conjunctive queries. Next, we
provide bounds for the case when sources enforce access restrictions in the form of binding pattern
constraints. Surprisingly, we show that relative containment for conjunctive queries is still decidable in this
case, even though it is known that finding all answers to such queries may require a recursive datalog
program over the sources. Finally, we provide tight bounds for variants of relative containment when the
queries and source descriptions may contain comparison predicates.
r 2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
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1. Introduction

Data-integration systems provide users a uniform interface to a multitude of data sources.
Prime examples of data-integration applications include querying sources on the WWW, querying
multiple databases within an enterprise and querying disparate parts of a large-scale scientific
experiment. A data-integration system frees its users from having to locate the sources relevant to
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their queries, interact with each source in isolation, and manually combine the data from the
different sources. The problem of data integration has already fueled significant research
[3,5,6,14,19,20,22,24,27,28,34] as well as several industrial solutions (e.g., [16]).

In a data-integration system, users pose queries in terms of a virtual mediated schema. The
mediated schema is virtual in the sense that the data are not actually stored in this schema, but
rather in the data sources in their own schemas. Hence, in order to answer queries, the system
includes a set of source descriptions that provide the semantic mapping between the relations in the
mediated schema and the relations in the source schemas.

One of the common approaches to specifying source descriptions, known as the local-as-view
(or source-centric) approach, is to describe data sources as containing answers to views over the
mediated schema [19,22,32,34,38]. In a second approach, known as global-as-view (or query-
centric), the mediated schema is described as containing answers to views over the source relations
[3,24,27]. The local-as-view approach allows new sources to be added and removed modularly,
while the global-as-view approach requires source descriptions to be modified when such changes
occur. On the other hand, query answering is straightforward in the global-as-view approach,
where the answers can be obtained by simply composing the query with the views, while the local-
as-view approach requires a more sophisticated form of query rewriting. In this paper we consider
data-integration systems where the source descriptions are provided using the local-as-view
approach.

The semantics of a query in such a setting can be formalized in terms of certain answers [1].
Intuitively, a tuple %t is a certain answer of a query Q over the mediated schema with respect to a
set of source instances if %t is an answer in any database D over the mediated schema that is
consistent with the source instances. In some cases, the set of certain answers can be obtained by
algorithms for rewriting queries using views [11,33,43,45], while in others, specialized algorithms
are necessary [1,25].

In this paper we consider the problem of query containment in data-integration systems. In the
relational model, a query Q1 is said to be contained in the query Q2 if Q1 produces a subset of the
answers of Q2; for any given database. Query containment has been considered for the purposes
of query optimization [4,10,40], detecting independence of queries from database updates [35],
rewriting queries using views [33,43], maintenance of integrity constraints [26], and semantic data
caching [3,13,15,29].

In the context of data integration, we need to refine our notion of containment to consider the
set of available sources. Intuitively, we will say that a query Q1 is contained in Q2 relative to
the sources if, for any set of instances of the data sources, the certain answers of Q1 are a subset of
the certain answers of Q2: We formalize this notion as query containment relative to views.

Example 1.1. Consider a mediated schema that includes two relations.

CarDescðCarNo;Model;Color;YearÞ;

ReviewðModel;Review;RatingÞ:
CarDesc describes cars for sale, including their number, model, color and year of manufacture.
Review provides the review and numerical rating from 1 to 10 that have been given to particular
car models.
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The following are three possible data sources. The first source, RedCars, provides listings of red
cars, while the second source, AntiqueCars, provides listings of cars manufactured before 1970.
The third source provides reviews, but only for models given the top rating (10).

RedCars(CarNo,Model,Year) D CarDesc(CarNo,Model,red,Year),
AntiqueCars(CarNo,Model,Year) D CarDesc(CarNo,Model,Color,Year),

Yearo1970;
CarAndDriver(Model,Review) D Review(Model,Review,10).

Consider the following three queries:

Q1: q1(CarNo,Review):- CarDesc(CarNo,Model,Color,Year),
Review(Model,Review,Rating).

Q2: q2(CarNo,Review):- CarDesc(CarNo,Model,Color,Year),
Review(Model,Review,10).

Q3: q3(CarNo,Review):- CarDesc(CarNo,Model,Color,Year),
Review(Model,Review,10), Year o1990:

Query Q1 asks for car reviews, while Q2 asks for car reviews for the finest models. Query Q3 asks
for reviews of the finest models built before 1990. In the traditional context, query Q2 is contained
in query Q1 because Q2 applies a stronger condition (Rating ¼ 10) than Q1; but Q1 is not
contained in Q2: Likewise, Q3 is contained in Q2; but not vice versa.

However, because reviews are only available for top-rated cars, Q1 is contained in Q2 relative to
the sources, and in fact the two queries always return the same certain answers. On the other
hand, Q1 is not contained in Q3 relative to the sources, because it is possible to retrieve reviews of
red cars made after 1990. If the RedCars source were not available, then Q1 would be contained in
Q3 relative to the available sources.

As the above example illustrates, aside from the traditional uses of query containment, an
additional use in the data-integration framework is to familiarize a user with the coverage and
limitations of a large set of available data sources. For example, the system can tell the user
whether the answers to two queries are the same because the queries are equivalent, or because
they are equivalent for the currently available sources.

We establish several fundamental complexity results about query containment relative to views.
We begin with the case in which queries and views are conjunctive and do not include comparison
predicates. In this case, the set of certain answers of each query can be obtained by a nonrecursive
datalog program [1]. Therefore, determining query containment of the datalog programs created
for the two queries also determines containment of the queries relative to the views. The
complexity of producing those datalog programs and checking their containment is an upper
bound on our problem. We also provide a tight lower bound for this case, and matching bounds
for the case in which the queries are nonrecursive datalog programs.

Next, we consider the case where there are limitations on access patterns to the underlying
sources. Here, it follows from [1,17] that even for conjunctive queries and views, the set of certain
answers can only be obtained by a recursive datalog program over the views. Hence, a solution to
the relative containment problem based on comparing the datalog programs created for the two
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queries will not work, since containment of datalog programs is undecidable in general [41].
However, we show that relative containment is decidable in this case.

Finally, we consider cases in which the queries and the views contain comparison predicates.
We provide tight complexity bounds on relative containment for two interesting variants of the
problem.

As mentioned above, in the global-as-view approach, the set of certain answers of a query can
be obtained by simply composing the query with the views. Therefore, algorithms and complexity
results for relative containment in this case are straightforward corollaries of traditional query
containment results.

2. Preliminaries

We begin by defining the terms used throughout the paper.

2.1. Queries

In our discussion we consider queries and views in datalog or some subset thereof. A datalog
program is a set of datalog rules. A datalog rule has the form

qð %XÞ:- r1ð %X1Þ;y; rnð %XnÞ;

where q and r1;y; rn are predicate (also called relation) names. The atom qð %XÞ is called the head of

the rule, and the atoms r1ð %X1Þ;y; rnð %XnÞ are the subgoals in the body of the rule. The tuples
%X; %X1;y; %Xn contain either variables or constants. We require that every rule be safe—every

variable that appears in the head must also appear in the body. We say that the head of a query is

empty if %X ¼ |:
The predicate names in a datalog rule range over the extensional database (EDB) predicates,

which are the relations stored in the database, and the intensional database (IDB) predicates (like q
above), which are relations defined by datalog rules. EDB predicates may not appear in the head
of a datalog rule.

A conjunctive query is a datalog program consisting of a single rule, whose body contains only
EDB predicates. A nonrecursive datalog program is a set of datalog rules such that there exists an
ordering R1;y;Rm of the rules so that the predicate name in the head of Ri does not occur in the
body of rule Rj whenever jpi: Such datalog programs can always be unfolded into a finite union

of conjunctive queries.
In Section 5 we consider queries and views with comparison predicates a;o; >;p; and X;

interpreted over a dense domain. In this case, we require that for each datalog rule, if a variable X
appears in a subgoal with a comparison predicate, then X must also appear in an ordinary
relational subgoal in the body of the rule.

The size of a datalog rule is the number of subgoals in its body. The size of a datalog program is
the sum of the sizes of its rules.
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2.2. Query containment

The set of answers of query Q on database D are denoted QðDÞ: A query Q1 is said to be
contained in a query Q2; denoted Q1LQ2; if Q1ðDÞ is a subset of Q2ðDÞ; for any database D: Q1

and Q2 are equivalent if each is contained in the other.
Much is known about the complexity of query containment for subsets of datalog.

Containment of conjunctive queries is NP-complete [10]. Containment of a conjunctive query
in a nonrecursive query is also NP-complete, while containment of two nonrecursive queries is

PP
2 -complete [40]. Containment is decidable when at least one of the two queries is nonrecursive

[12], while containment of arbitrary datalog programs is undecidable [41].
Recall that a language L is in NP iff L can be described as fwj(x:fðw;xÞg; where x has size

polynomial in the size of w and f is computable in polynomial time. Similarly, a language L is in
co-NP iff L can be described as fwj8x:fðw;xÞg; where x has size polynomial in the size of w and f
is computable in polynomial time. Finally, a language L is in PP

2 iff L can be described as

fwj8x:(y:fðw;x; yÞg; where x and y have sizes polynomial in the size of w and f is computable in
polynomial time [42].

2.3. Mediated schemas and source descriptions

Users of a data-integration system pose queries in terms of a mediated schema. The data,
however, is stored in the data sources using their local schemas. Hence, in order to translate a user
query posed over the mediated schema into a query on the sources, the system contains a set of
source descriptions that provides the semantic mapping between the relations in the mediated
schema and those in the sources.

In our discussion, we consider source descriptions of the form

Vð %XÞDQð %XÞ;
where Q is a query (over the mediated schema) and V is one of the relations exported by a data
source. The meaning of such a description is that the relation V in the source contains tuples that
are answers to the query Q over the mediated schema. In practice, we use a slight abuse of

notation, where the atom Vð %XÞ also stands for the head of the query Q:
We distinguish between incomplete and complete sources. Incomplete sources are not assumed

to include all the answers to Q; but just some subset of the answers. Complete sources are assumed
to contain all the answers to Q; and are denoted by descriptions in which the D is replaced by � :
We focus here on incomplete sources and comment on complete ones in Section 6. ([1] refers to the
case of incomplete/complete sources as the open-world/closed-world assumption).

2.4. Certain answers

The answer to a query in a data-integration system is formalized by the notion of certain
answers [1]:

Definition 2.1 (Certain answers). Given a query Q; a set of (possibly incomplete) sources V ¼
V1;y;Vn described as views, and a set of instances I ¼ v1;y; vn for the sources, the tuple %t is a
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certain answer of Q w.r.t. I if %t is in QðDÞ for any database D such that IDVðDÞ: We denote the
set of certain answers of Q w.r.t. I by certainðQ; IÞ:

The complexity of finding certain answers is discussed in [1,25]. When the query is in datalog
and does not contain comparison predicates, and the views are conjunctive, the set of certain
answers can be obtained by a query plan, which is a datalog program whose EDB relations are the
source relations.

Given a query plan P for Q w.r.t. V; the expansion Pexp of P is obtained from P by replacing all
source relations in P with the bodies of the corresponding views in V; and using fresh variables for
existential variables in the views [17].

The query plan that produces the most answers is called the maximally contained plan, and is
formally defined as follows [17]:

Definition 2.2 (Maximally contained plan). A query plan P is maximally contained in a query Q
w.r.t. views V if (1) PexpLQ and (2) for every query plan P0 such that P0expLQ; it is the case that
P0LP:

It is shown in [1] that the maximally contained query plan computes the certain answers of the
query:

Lemma 2.1. Given a datalog query Q; a set of conjunctive views V; and a query plan P that is

maximally contained in Q w.r.t. V; P produces exactly the certain answers of Q w.r.t. I ; for each
instance I of V:

The maximally contained query plan is obtained by an algorithm for rewriting queries
using views [11,18,33,43,45]. In our discussion, we rely on the properties of one such
algorithm, the inverse rules algorithm [17]. Informally, the algorithm simply ‘‘inverts’’
each view definition, producing several datalog rules, one per relational subgoal in the
body of the view. Existential variables in the body of a view become function terms
in the head of an inverted rule, ensuring that each inverted rule is still safe. The maximally
contained query plan is then the union of the original query and the set of inverted view
definitions.

Example 2.1. The maximally contained query plan constructed by the inverse rules algorithm for
query Q1 from Example 1.1, given the three sources listed there, is the following plan P1:

p1(CarNo,Review):- CarDesc(CarNo,Model,Color,Year),
Review(Model,Review,Rating).

CarDesc(CarNo,Model,red,Year):- RedCars(CarNo,Model,Year).
CarDesc(CarNo,Model,f (CarNo,Model,Year),Year):- AntiqueCars(CarNo,Model,Year).
Review(Model,Review,10):- CarAndDriver(Model,Review).

Since Q2 from Example 1.1 is equivalent to Q1 relative to the sources, the above query plan is also
maximally contained for Q2:
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The maximally contained query plan of a nonrecursive query is nonrecursive, and the
maximally contained query plan of a recursive query is recursive [17]. As mentioned above and
shown in Example 2.1, the query plan may contain function terms; [17] shows how to remove
these function terms. This procedure results in a nonrecursive query plan if the original query plan
was nonrecursive.

Example 2.2. Removing function terms from the query plan in Example 2.1 and unfolding
the resulting plan to a union of conjunctive queries results in the following equivalent plan P0

1:

p01(CarNo,Review):- RedCars(CarNo,Model,Year),

CarAndDriver(Model,Review).
p01(CarNo,Review):- AntiqueCars(CarNo,Model,Year),

CarAndDriver(Model,Review).

As shown in [1], when the query contains comparison predicates or when the sources
are assumed to be complete, the problem of finding certain answers becomes co-NP-hard in
the size of the source instances, even when the source descriptions and the query are
conjunctive. Since datalog programs have polynomial data complexity [2], a query plan in
datalog that produces all certain answers cannot always be found in these cases. Restricted cases
exist where the query contains comparison predicates but the certain answers can be found in
polynomial time [23].

2.5. Relative containment

In the context of data integration we need to modify the standard relational notion of query
containment. Although it is the case that if Q1 is contained in Q2; then Q1 is contained in Q2

relative to the available data sources, the converse does not hold. In particular, Q1 may always
produce a subset of the answers produced by Q2 given the available data sources, even if Q1 is not
contained in Q2: As shown in Example 1.1, two queries that are not equivalent according to the
traditional definition may be equivalent relative to a set of sources. We formalize the notion of
containment in a data-integration system as follows:

Definition 2.3 (Relative containment). Given a set of views V ¼ V1;y;Vn and queries Q1 and
Q2; we say that Q1 is contained in Q2 relative to V; denoted by Q1LVQ2; if for any instance I of
the views V; certainðQ1; IÞDcertainðQ2; IÞ:

2.6. Complexity measure

The standard complexity measure for query containment in the relational setting is query
complexity, which measures the complexity of containment as the queries vary. However, for
relative containment, both the sizes of the queries and the views can be important factors on the
problem’s complexity. Therefore, throughout the paper, we measure the complexity of relative
containment as both the queries and views vary.
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3. Complexity of relative containment

In this section, we provide tight bounds on the complexity of relative containment when the
view definitions are conjunctive and contain no comparison predicates.

3.1. Upper bounds

Let Q1 and Q2 be datalog programs and V be a set of conjunctive views. As described in the
previous section, algorithms exist for constructing a query plan P1 (P2) that produces all certain
answers of Q1 (Q2). Therefore, a simple way to decide whether Q1LVQ2 is to construct P1 and P2

and check whether P1LP2: This idea provides the following upper bound on the complexity of
relative containment:

Theorem 3.1. Given two datalog programs Q1 and Q2; where at most one of Q1 and Q2 is recursive,
and a set V of conjunctive views, it is decidable whether Q1LVQ2:

Proof. As mentioned above, we can construct datalog query plans P1 and P2 such that
Q1LVQ23P1LP2: Since at most one of Q1 and Q2 is recursive, it is also the case that at most
one of P1 and P2 is recursive. Therefore, it is decidable whether P1LP2: &

We can provide a tighter upper bound for relative containment of two nonrecursive queries.
First we state a variant of a lemma proven in [33].

Lemma 3.1. Let Q be a nonrecursive datalog program of size n; V be a set of conjunctive views, and

CP be a conjunctive query plan such that CPexpLQ: Then there exists a conjunctive query plan CP0

of size at most n such that CP
exp
0 LQ and CPLCP0:

The above lemma can then be used to characterize the maximally contained query plan.

Lemma 3.2. Given a nonrecursive datalog program Q of size n and a set V of conjunctive views, the
maximally contained query plan P in Q w.r.t V is equivalent to the union of every conjunctive query

plan CP of size at most n such that CPexpLQ:

Proof. Let the union of every conjunctive query plan CP of size at most n such that CPexpLQ be
P0: We will show that P0LP and PLP0:

P0LP: We are given that every conjunctive query CP in P0 has the property that CPexpLQ:

This means that P
exp
0 LQ as well. Since P is the maximally contained query plan, by Definition 2.2

we have P0LP:
PLP0: Consider a tuple %tAPðDÞ; for some database D: We will show that %tAP0ðDÞ as well.

Since Q is nonrecursive, so is P; so P is equivalent to a finite union of conjunctive queries. Further,
one of these conjunctive queries, call it CP; must produce %t given D: Since P is the maximally
contained query plan, by Definition 2.2 we have PexpLQ; so it is also the case that CPexpLQ:
Therefore by Lemma 3.1, there must exist some query plan CP0 that has size at most n such that
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CP
exp
0 LQ and CPLCP0 [33]. Since %tACP; also %tACP0: Since CP0 has size at most n and

CP
exp
0 LQ; CP0 is in P0; so %tAP0ðDÞ: &

Finally, the above characterization of the maximally contained query plan provides an
algorithm for checking relative containment.

Theorem 3.2. Given two nonrecursive datalog programs Q1 and Q2 and a set V of conjunctive views,

determining whether Q1LVQ2 is in PP
2 :

Proof. Suppose that Q1 has size n and Q2 has size m: Let P1 ðP2Þ be the maximally contained
query plan in Q1 ðQ2Þ w.r.t V: By [40], P1LP2 if and only if each conjunctive query in the
unfolding of P1 is contained in some conjunctive query in the unfolding of P2: Therefore by
Lemma 3.2, to decide whether P1LP2; it suffices to check whether for every conjunctive query

plan CP1 of size at most n; either CP
exp

1 6v Q1 or there exists a conjunctive query plan CP2 with

size at most m such that CP
exp

2 LQ2 and CP1LCP2:
Since deciding containment of a conjunctive query in a nonrecursive query is in NP (hence

noncontainment is in co-NP), the check described above has the form

8CP1:ð8u:f1ðQ1;V;CP1; uÞ3(CP2:ð(v:f2ðQ2;V;CP2; vÞ4(z:f3ðCP1;CP2; zÞÞÞ

where CP1; CP2; u; v; and z have sizes polynomial in the sum of the sizes of Q1; Q2; and V; and f1;
f2; and f3 are polynomial-time computable. By pulling all the quantifiers out front, we see that
this check has the form 8x:(y:fðw;x; yÞ; where x and y have sizes polynomial in the size of w and

f is computable in polynomial time. Therefore, the algorithm is in PP
2 : &

3.2. Lower bounds

In this section, we show that the upper bound of Theorem 3.2 is tight, even when both Q1 and
Q2 are conjunctive queries:

Theorem 3.3. Given two conjunctive queries Q1 and Q2 and a set V of conjunctive views, determining

whether Q1LVQ2 is PP
2 -hard.

Proof. We reduce the 8(-CNF problem, known to be PP
2 -complete [42], to our problem. The 8(-

CNF problem is defined as follows: Given a 3-CNF propositional formula F with variables %x and

%y; is it the case that for each truth assignment to %y; there exists a truth assignment to %x that
satisfies F?

We are given a 3-CNF formula F ; with variables

%z ¼ fx1;y;xng,fy1;y; ymg

and clauses %c ¼ fc1;y; cpg: Clause ci contains the three variables (either positive or negated)

zi;1; zi;2; and zi;3:
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We begin by building Q0
1 and Q0

2; in a similar fashion to the reduction proof used in [4] to show

NP-hardness of conjunctive query containment. We use the EDB predicates r1;y; rp of arity

three, each predicate ri representing clause ci in F : Query Q0
1 simply records which variables are in

each clause. It is defined as follows:

q0
1ðÞ:- r1ðz1;1; z1;2; z1;3Þ;y; rpðzp;1; zp;2; zp;3Þ:

Query Q0
2 records all seven satisfying assignments for each clause in F : The head of Q0

2 is empty.

For each clause ci in F ; for each truth assignment fai;1; ai;2; ai;3g to fzi;1; zi;2; zi;3g that satisfies ci;
the body of Q0

2 contains the subgoal

riðai;1; ai;2; ai;3Þ:
For example, consider the formula ðx13x23y1Þ4ð:x13:x23:y2Þ: We build the following two

queries:

q01ðÞ:- r1ðx1; x2; y1Þ; r2ðx1; x2; y2Þ:
q02ðÞ:- r1ð1; 1; 1Þ; r1ð1; 1; 0Þ; r1ð1; 0; 1Þ; r1ð1; 0; 0Þ; r1ð0; 1; 1Þ; r1ð0; 1; 0Þ; r1ð0; 0; 1Þ;

r2ð0; 0; 0Þ; r2ð0; 0; 1Þ; r2ð0; 1; 0Þ; r2ð0; 1; 1Þ; r2ð1; 0; 0Þ; r2ð1; 0; 1Þ; r2ð1; 1; 0Þ:

Similar to the argument in [4], it can be shown that this is a valid reduction from the CNF-
satisfiability problem to the conjunctive query containment problem: F is satisfiable if and only if
Q0

2LQ0
1: In particular, any satisfying truth assignment for F is also a valid containment mapping

from Q0
1 to Q0

2; and vice versa.

We now build the queries Q1 and Q2 by adding subgoals to Q0
1 and Q0

2; respectively. To create

Q1; we add to Q0
1 the new subgoals e1ðy1Þ;y; emðymÞ; where each ei is a new EDB predicate. To

create Q2 we add to Q0
2 the new subgoals e1ðu1Þ;y; emðumÞ; where each ui is a fresh variable.

Now we create the views. First we have p views that simply mirror each of the ri predicates:
viðz1; z2; z3Þ:- riðz1; z2; z3Þ: Finally, for each variable yi; we have two views that represent that
variable being assigned the truth value zero and one, respectively: wi;0ðÞ:- eið0Þ and wi;1ðÞ:- eið1Þ:

For our example formula, ðx13x23y1Þ4ð:x13:x23:y2Þ; we build the following queries and
views:

q1ðÞ:- r1ðx1;x2; y1Þ; r2ðx1; x2; y2Þ; e1ðy1Þ; e2ðy2Þ:
q2ðÞ:- r1ð1; 1; 1Þ; r1ð1; 1; 0Þ; r1ð1; 0; 1Þ; r1ð1; 0; 0Þ; r1ð0; 1; 1Þ; r1ð0; 1; 0Þ;

r1ð0; 0; 1Þ; r2ð0; 0; 0Þ; r2ð0; 0; 1Þ; r2ð0; 1; 0Þ; r2ð0; 1; 1Þ; r2ð1; 0; 0Þ;
r2ð1; 0; 1Þ; r2ð1; 1; 0Þ; e1ðu1Þ; e2ðu2Þ:

v1ðz1; z2; z3Þ:- r1ðz1; z2; z3Þ:
v2ðz1; z2; z3Þ:- r2ðz1; z2; z3Þ:
w1;0ðÞ:- e1ð0Þ:
w1;1ðÞ:- e1ð1Þ:
w2;0ðÞ:- e2ð0Þ:
w2;1ðÞ:- e2ð1Þ:

We now show that F is 8(-satisfiable if and only if Q2LVQ1: Let P1 (P2) be the query plan that
produces all certain answers of Q1 ðQ2Þ; constructed by the inverse rules algorithm. In particular,
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P1 consists of the union of the rule defining Q1 and the inverted view definitions, and similarly for
P2: In our example, the inverted view definitions are as follows:

r1ðz1; z2; z3Þ:- v1ðz1; z2; z3Þ:
r2ðz1; z2; z3Þ:- v2ðz1; z2; z3Þ:
e1ð0Þ:- w1;0ðÞ:
e1ð1Þ:- w1;1ðÞ:
e2ð0Þ:- w2;0ðÞ:
e2ð1Þ:- w2;1ðÞ:

We know that Q2LVQ13P2LP1: Since the queries are conjunctive, P1 and P2 are
nonrecursive datalog programs. Further, by construction of the queries and views, P1 and P2

do not contain function terms. Therefore, we can unfold P1 (P2) into an equivalent union of
conjunctive queries P1 * (P2 *). Therefore, P2LP13P2 *LP1 * :

It is easy to see that P1 * and P2 * are each a union of 2m conjunctive queries, one per truth

assignment to %y: In particular, the conjunctive query CPA
1 in P1 * ; corresponding to truth

assignment A ¼ fa1;y; amg to %y; is identical to Q1 with the following modifications: Each
predicate name ri is replaced by the predicate name vi; each subgoal eiðyiÞ is replaced by wi;ai

ðÞ;
and each occurrence of variable yi is replaced by the constant ai: Similarly, the conjunctive query

CPA
2 in P2 * ; corresponding to truth assignment A ¼ fa1;y; amg to %y; is identical to Q2 with the

following modifications: Each predicate name ri is replaced by the predicate name vi; and each
subgoal eiðuiÞ is replaced by wi;ai

ðÞ:
For example, with the truth assignment A ¼ f1; 0g for fy1; y2g; the associated conjunctive

queries in P1 * and P2 * in our example are as follows:

cqA
1 ðÞ:- v1ðx1;x2; 1Þ; v2ðx1; x2; 0Þ;w1;1ðÞ;w2;0ðÞ:

cqA
2 ðÞ:- v1ð1; 1; 1Þ; v1ð1; 1; 0Þ; v1ð1; 0; 1Þ; v1ð1; 0; 0Þ; v1ð0; 1; 1Þ; v1ð0; 1; 0Þ;

v1ð0; 0; 1Þ; v2ð0; 0; 0Þ; v2ð0; 0; 1Þ; v2ð0; 1; 0Þ; v2ð0; 1; 1Þ; v2ð1; 0; 0Þ;
v2ð1; 0; 1Þ; v2ð1; 1; 0Þ;w1;1ðÞ;w2;0ðÞ:

By [40], P2 *LP1 * if and only if each conjunctive query in P2 * is contained in some conjunctive

query in P1 * : Consider the conjunctive query CPA
2 in P2 * ; corresponding to some truth

assignment A ¼ fa1;y; amg to %y: We know that CPA
2 has precisely the following w subgoals in its

body: w1;a1
ðÞ;y;wm;am

ðÞ: Therefore, a containing query from P1 * must also have precisely those

w subgoals in its body, so the containing query can only possibly be CPA
1 ; the conjunctive query in

P1 * corresponding to the same truth assignment A to %y: Therefore, we have that P2 *LP1 * if and

only if for each assignment A to %y; CPA
2 LCPA

1 :

Let CPA
1 be CPA

1 with all of the w subgoals removed from its body, and similarly for CPA
2 :

Since for each assignment A to %y; CPA
2 and CPA

1 have the same w subgoals in their bodies, we have

CPA
2 LCPA

1 3CPA
2 LCPA

1 : Note that CPA
2 is identical to Q0

2 above, and CPA
1 is identical to

Q0
1; but with the %y variables hard-coded to the truth assignment A: Thus, from the correctness of

the reduction from CNF-satisfiability to conjunctive query containment described above, we
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know that for each assignment A to %y; CPA
2 LCPA

1 if and only if there exists a truth assignment

A0 to %x such that A0,A satisfies F : Therefore, P2 *LP1 * if and only if for each assignment A to %y;
there exists a truth assignment A0 to %x such that A0,A satisfies F : By definition, this is true if and
only if F is 8(-satisfiable. &

Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 together imply that relative containment for conjunctive queries and

views is PP
2 -complete. In contrast, ordinary conjunctive query containment is only NP-complete

[10]. The theorems also imply PP
2 -completeness for relative containment when both queries are

nonrecursive, matching the complexity of ordinary query containment in this case [40].

4. Binding pattern limitations

In this section we consider the common situation in which data sources have access pattern
limitations. For example, when accessing Amazon.com, one cannot ask for all books and their
prices. Instead, one obtains the price of a book only if the ISBN is given as input. The access
limitations to such sources are modeled by adornments in the source descriptions. An adornment
is a string of b’s and f ’s whose length is the number of variables in the predicate defined by the
source description. A b stands for ‘‘bound,’’ which means that the value must be provided to the
source, and an f stands for ‘‘free,’’ which means that the value needs not be provided. For
example, the adornment on RedCars in the following source description indicates that the model
of the car needs to be provided in order to obtain the cars for sale of that model.

RedCars fbfðCarNo;Model;YearÞDCarDescriptionðCarNo;Model;red;YearÞ:

We concentrate here on the case where each source has a single adornment. Sources with multiple
possible access patterns can be modeled by a set of adornments, and it is straightforward to
generalize our results for that case.

4.1. Problem definition

Before we can discuss relative containment in this context, we need to extend the notion of
certain answers to take into consideration the access restrictions on sources. We first define
executable datalog programs, which are query plans that obey the binding pattern restrictions on
sources.

Definition 4.1 (Executability). A datalog rule is executable if for each EDB subgoal rð %XÞ in its

body, for each position i at which r’s adornment contains a b; the ith parameter of rð %XÞ is either a

constant or it is a variable that also appears in a subgoal to the left of rð %XÞ in the body of the rule.
A datalog program is executable if each of its rules is executable.

Access pattern limitations have the effect of possibly limiting the set of constants that can be
obtained from the data sources. However, a query plan can ‘‘cheat’’ by introducing new
constants. For example, consider the following query, which asks for the number and year of all
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red cars:

Q: q(CarNo,Year):- CarDescription(CarNo,Model,red,Year).

Given only the revised RedCars source above, we can never find any answers to Q because the
RedCars source requires that the car model be provided. However, it is possible to construct an
executable query plan that does find an answer to Q in some source instances, by inventing a
particular constant for the car model:

p(CarNo,Year):- RedCars(CarNo,corolla,Year).

If the RedCars source contains a listing for a red Corolla, this query plan will return an answer
to Q:

To eliminate such spurious query plans from consideration, the following definition considers
only plans that introduce no new constants:

Definition 4.2 (Sound query plan). Given a query Q; views V; and a set B of one binding pattern
adornment for each view predicate, a query plan P is sound relative to Q; V; and B if (1) P is
executable, (2) the constants in P are a subset of those in Q,V; and (3) PexpLQ:

Intuitively, a sound query plan is one that obeys the access restrictions on sources and produces
only answers that the original query would also produce. This is precisely the notion needed to
strengthen the definition of certain answers. In particular, we only want to consider certain
answers that can be produced by a sound query plan:

Definition 4.3 (Reachable certain answers). Given a query Q; a set of sources V ¼ V1;y;Vn; a
set B of one binding pattern adornment for each view predicate, and instances I ¼ v1;y; vn for
the sources, the tuple %t is a reachable certain answer of Q w.r.t. I and B if (1) %t is a certain answer of
Q w.r.t. I and (2) there exists a sound query plan P relative to Q;V; and B such that %tAPðIÞ:2

The problem of answering queries using views with binding pattern limitations is considered in
[17,31,32,39]. The results of [17] imply that, when the query is in datalog and the views are
conjunctive, a datalog maximally contained query plan can always be found. However, the
maximally contained query plan is recursive in general, even when the query is conjunctive. This
recursive datalog program is maximally contained in the following sense:

Definition 4.4 (Maximal containment with binding patterns). A query plan P is maximally
contained in a query Q w.r.t. views V and a set B of one binding pattern adornment for each view
predicate if (1) P is sound relative to Q;V; and B and (2) for every query plan P0 that is sound
relative to Q;V; and B; it is the case that P0LP:

2 When Q is monotonic, condition 1 follows from condition 2.
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Analogous to Lemma 2.1, we can show that the maximally contained query plan in this setting
computes the reachable certain answers of the query:

Lemma 4.1. Given a datalog query Q; a set of conjunctive views V; a set B of one binding

pattern adornment for each view predicate, and a query plan P that is maximally contained in Q
w.r.t. V and B; P produces exactly the reachable certain answers of Q w.r.t. I and B; for each

instance I of V:

Proof. First we show that every element of PðIÞ is a reachable certain answer. Consider some
tuple %tAPðIÞ: Since P is the maximally contained query plan, by Definition 4.4 P is sound relative
to Q;V; and B: Therefore by Definition 4.2 PexpLQ: This means that 8D:PexpðDÞDQðDÞ; so
8D:PðVðDÞÞDQðDÞ: Since P is a datalog program, it is monotonic. Therefore, since %tAPðIÞ we
have that %tAPðVðDÞÞ for any database D such that IDVðDÞ: Therefore, %tAQðDÞ for any
database D such that IDVðDÞ; so by Definition 2.1 %t is a certain answer of Q w.r.t. I : Since P is
sound relative to Q;V; and B and %tAPðIÞ; by Definition 4.3 %t is a reachable certain answer of Q

w.r.t. I and B:
Next we show that every reachable certain answer is an element of PðIÞ: Suppose some

reachable certain answer %t is not in PðIÞ: By Definition 4.3, there is some query plan P0 that is
sound relative to Q;V; and B such that %tAP0ðIÞ: Consider the query plan P0 consisting of the
union of P and P0: Since %tePðIÞ but %tAP0ðIÞ; we have P0 6v P: Since P is the maximally contained
query plan, by Definition 4.4 P is sound relative to Q;V; and B: Therefore, P0 is also sound
relative to Q;V; and B: Therefore again by Definition 4.4 we have P0LP; so we have reached a
contradiction.

Finally, the relative containment problem in the presence of binding pattern restrictions on
sources is defined as follows:

Definition 4.5 (Relative containment with binding patterns). Given a set of views V ¼ V1;y;Vn;
a set B of one binding pattern adornment for each view predicate, and queries Q1 and Q2 such that
Q1,V has a subset of the constants in Q2,V; we say that Q1 is contained in Q2 relative to V
and the binding patterns, denoted by Q1LV;B Q2; if for any instance I of the views, the reachable

certain answers of Q1 w.r.t. V and B are a subset of the reachable certain answers of Q2 w.r.t. V
and B:

4.2. Decidability

As in Section 3, we know that Q1LV;B Q23P1LP2; where P1 ðP2Þ is the maximally contained

query plan in Q1 (Q2) w.r.t. V and B: As mentioned above, P1 and P2 are recursive in general,
even if Q1 and Q2 are conjunctive queries. Therefore, checking containment of P1 and P2 does not
provide a useful upper bound on the complexity of relative containment, because containment of
arbitrary recursive datalog programs is undecidable [41].

However, the following lemma shows that, surprisingly, to check relative containment it
suffices to consider the effect of the views and the binding patterns only on the possibly contained
query:
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Lemma 4.2. Let V be a set of conjunctive view definitions, let B be a set of one binding pattern
adornment for each view predicate, and let Q1 and Q2 be datalog queries such that Q1,V has a

subset of the constants in Q2,V: Let P1 and P2 be the maximally contained query plans of Q1 and

Q2 w.r.t. V and B: Then P1LP23P
exp
1 LQ2:

Proof. For the ‘‘)’’ direction, P1LP2 ) 8I :P1ðIÞDP2ðIÞ ) 8D:P1ðVðDÞÞDP2ðVðDÞÞ )
8D:Pexp

1 ðDÞDP
exp
2 ðDÞ ) P

exp
1 LP

exp
2 : Since P2 is the maximally contained query plan of Q2

w.r.t. V and B; by Definition 4.4 we have P
exp
2 LQ2; so transitively we have P

exp
1 LQ2:

For the ‘‘(’’ direction, suppose P
exp
1 LQ2: Since P1 is the maximally contained query plan for

Q1 w.r.t. V and B; by Definition 4.4 we have that P1 is sound relative to Q1;V; and B: Therefore,
by Definition 4.2 P1 is executable and has a subset of the constants in Q1,V: We are given that
Q1,V has a subset of the constants in Q2,V; so transitively P1 does as well. Therefore by
Definition 4.2 P1 is sound relative to Q2;V; and B: Since P2 is the maximally contained query plan
for Q2 and V; by Definition 4.4 we have P1LP2: &

As the above lemma shows, when Q2 is nonrecursive, we can reduce relative containment of Q1

and Q2 to the ordinary query containment of a recursive datalog program in a nonrecursive one.
Hence, the decidability results of [12] in this case entail the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. Given a (potentially recursive) datalog program Q1; a nonrecursive datalog program
Q2; a set V of conjunctive views, and a set B of one binding pattern adornment for each view

predicate, determining whether Q1LV;B Q2 is decidable.

Note that an analogous version of Lemma 4.2 can be proven for the ordinary relative
containment problem without binding patterns discussed in Section 3. However, we did not
require such a result to obtain the complexity bounds in that case.

Recent work [36] has shown a decidability result for the global-as-view approach in the
presence of binding patterns, for the case of conjunctive queries.

5. Comparison predicates

In this section, we study the complexity of relative containment when queries and views may
contain comparison predicates of the form a;o; >;p; and X; interpreted over a dense domain.

In general, finding all certain answers of a query that contains comparison predicates is co-NP-
hard in the size of the view instances [1,21], so datalog maximally contained query plans do not
always exist. However, there are certain cases where it is known that datalog maximally contained
query plans will exist [23]. One such case is when all comparison atoms are semi-interval. A
comparison atom is a left (right) semi-interval constraint if it has the form xyc (cyx), where x is a
variable, c is a constant, and y is either o or p: Therefore, the following holds:

Theorem 5.1. Given nonrecursive datalog queries Q1 and Q2 and conjunctive views V; where all
queries and views may contain only left (right) semi-interval constraints, the problem of determining

whether Q1LVQ2 is in PP
2 :
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The proof of the theorem follows from a parallel argument to that of Theorem 3.2. First,
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 still hold, where the size of a query is now the number of relational subgoals
in its body. Therefore, again we need to show that for every conjunctive query plan CQ1 of size at

most the size of Q1; either CQ
exp
1 6v Q1 or there exists a conjunctive query plan CQ2 with size at

most the size of Q2 such that CQ
exp
2 LQ2 and CQ1LCQ2: Because the constraints are semi-

interval, once the relational subgoals for a candidate CQ1 ðCQ2Þ have been chosen, it is

straightforward to add the appropriate comparison predicates such that CQ
exp
1 LQ1 ðCQ

exp
2 LQ2Þ

or to show that no such comparison predicates exist (since we only need to consider a finite
number of constants in the comparison predicates). Since containment of a conjunctive query in a

nonrecursive query, both with semi-interval constraints, is still in NP [30], the PP
2 upper bound

follows as in Theorem 3.2.

Example 5.1. The maximally contained query plan P3 for query Q3 in Example 1.1 is as follows:

p3(CarNo,Review):- RedCars(CarNo,Model,Year),
CarAndDriver(Model,Review), Yearo1990:

p3(CarNo,Review):- AntiqueCars(CarNo,Model,Year),
CarAndDriver(Model,Review).

Because P3 does not contain plan P0
1 from Example 2.2, which is the maximally contained query

plan for Q1; we know that Q3 does not contain Q1 relative to the views.

There is another case where we can provide a bound on the complexity of relative containment
with comparison predicates. It is especially interesting because it is a case where finding the certain
answers of Q2 is co-NP-hard, and hence a datalog maximally contained query plan for Q2 does
not always exist.

First we prove a lemma similar in spirit to Lemma 4.2. It relies on the fact that, given a
nonrecursive query Q1 without comparison predicates and conjunctive views V; we can construct
the maximally contained query plan P1 for Q1 even if the views may contain arbitrary comparison
predicates. In particular, since Q1 does not contain any comparison predicates, it follows from
[30,33] that we can use standard algorithms for rewriting queries using views to construct P1:

Lemma 5.1. Given nonrecursive datalog queries Q1 and Q2 and conjunctive views V; where Q1 does
not contain comparison predicates but Q2 and V may contain arbitrary comparison predicates, let P1

be the maximally contained query plan for Q1: Then Q1LVQ23P
exp
1 LQ2:

Proof. For the ‘‘)’’ direction,

Q1LVQ2 ) 8I :certainðQ1; IÞDcertainðQ2; IÞ )
8I :P1ðIÞDcertainðQ2; IÞ ) 8D:P1ðVðDÞÞDcertainðQ2;VðDÞÞ )
8D:P1ðVðDÞÞDQ2ðDÞ ) P

exp
1 LQ2:

For the ‘‘(’’ direction, we prove the contrapositive. Suppose Q1 6vV Q2: Then there exists an
instance I of the views and a tuple %t such that %tAcertainðQ1; IÞ but %tecertainðQ2; IÞ: Since
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%tecertainðQ2; IÞ; there exists some database D such that IDVðDÞ and %teQ2ðDÞ: On the other
hand, since %tAcertainðQ1; IÞ; we know that %tAP1ðIÞ: Further, by the monotonicity of P1; %tAP1ðI 0Þ
for any I 0 such that IDI 0: So in particular, %tAP1ðVðDÞÞ; so %tAP

exp
1 ðDÞ: Since %tAP

exp
1 ðDÞ but

%teQ2ðDÞ; we have that P
exp
1 6v Q2: &

Using this lemma, the relative containment result follows:

Theorem 5.2. Given nonrecursive datalog queries Q1 and Q2 and conjunctive views V; where Q1 does

not contain comparison predicates but Q2 and V may contain arbitrary comparison predicates, the

problem of determining whether Q1LVQ2 is in PP
2 :

Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we can decide whether Q1LVQ2 by building P1; the maximally contained

query plan for Q1; and checking whether P
exp
1 LQ2: Suppose Q1 has size n: Since Q1 is

nonrecursive and does not contain comparison predicates, Lemma 3.1 still holds, so each
conjunctive query plan for Q1 need only contain at most n subgoals. Therefore, we can prove that

P
exp
1 LQ2; and hence that Q1LVQ2; by showing that for all conjunctive query plans CQ with size

at most n; either CQexp 6v Q1 or CQexpLQ2:
Since Q1 does not contain comparison predicates, checking that CQexpLQ1 is in NP, even

though CQexp may contain comparison predicates, so checking noncontainment is in co-NP.

Checking that CQexpLQ2 is in PP
2 ; because both queries may contain arbitrary comparison

predicates [30,44]. Therefore, the algorithm for relative containment checks a property of the form

8CQ:ð8u:f1ðQ1;V;CQ; uÞ38v:(z:f2ðQ2;V;CQ; v; zÞÞ;

where CQ, u; v; and z have sizes polynomial in the sizes of Q1; Q2; and V; and f1 and f2 are
polynomial-time computable. By pulling all the quantifiers out front, we can see that this has the
form 8x:(y:fðw; x; yÞ; where x and y have sizes polynomial in the size of w and f is computable in

polynomial time. Therefore, the algorithm is in PP
2 : &

Because of the lower bound proved in Section 3 for relative containment of conjunctive queries
and views without comparison predicates, the bounds in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are tight.

6. Conclusions and open problems

In this paper, we have introduced the notion of relative containment, which formalizes query
containment in the context of the data-integration framework. First, we provided tight complexity
bounds for the general problem, with conjunctive or nonrecursive queries and conjunctive views.
We then considered binding pattern adornments on the view predicates. There we showed that
although the access limitations may require a recursive query plan to retrieve all certain answers of
each query, even when the queries are conjunctive, relative containment is still decidable. Finally,
we gave tight complexity bounds on restricted cases of relative containment with comparison
predicates in the queries and views.
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Several open problems remain, notably in cases where it is known that even producing the
certain answers is co-NP-hard in the size of the view instances. These include the case when both
queries can contain arbitrary comparison predicates, as well as when the sources are assumed to
be complete [1].

As the following example shows, considering sources to be complete does affect relative
containment:

Example 6.1. Consider the following queries and views:

Q1: q1ðx; yÞ:- pðx; yÞ:
Q2: q2ðx; yÞ:- rðx; yÞ:
v1ðxÞ:- pðx; yÞ:
v2ðyÞ:- pðx; yÞ:
v3ðx; yÞ:- pðx; yÞ; rðx; yÞ:

Under the assumption of incomplete sources, Q1LVQ2: In particular, views v1 and v2 do not
provide any certain answers of Q1; for any instance of the views. For example, if v1ðaÞ is in a given
instance of v1; we can infer that there is some constant c such that pða; cÞ: However, since sources
are potentially incomplete, it is impossible to learn what this constant c is.

Under the assumption of complete sources, it is possible to make correlations among views to
deduce information not derivable under the assumption of incomplete sources. For example,
consider the view instance I ¼ fv1ðaÞ; v2ðbÞg: Since v1 and v2 are complete, it must be the case that
pða; bÞ holds, so ða; bÞ is a certain answer of Q1 w.r.t. I : However, Q2 has no certain answers w.r.t.
I ; so Q1 6vV Q2:

An important subtlety under the assumption of complete sources is the fact that not all
view instances are possible. In our example, the view instance I ¼ fv1ðaÞg is not valid,
because it implies the existence of a tuple of the form pða; cÞ; but there is no witnessing instance
v2ðcÞ in I :

In this paper, we have considered relative containment for data-integration systems that use
local-as-view source descriptions. As we pointed out earlier, relative containment algorithms and
complexity results are straightforward for the global-as-view case. An open problem is to consider
relative containment in a third approach to specifying source descriptions, based on description
logics [7–9].
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